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Discourse Through Cartoons:  

Visualizing ‘The Other’ 
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Nowadays, freedom of speech and freedom of expression are intertwined with Western societies; everyone ought to have the freedom to express 

what he or she truly thinks. It might sound good: powerful people with bad ideas can be criticized and existing knowledge structures can be 

contradicted and enlightened. However, you might question how far you could go. Could you really say anything you like? 

  In this practical assignment we will focus on how cartoonists portray ‘the other’- in this case Muslims, how cartoonists portray the response 

of Muslims on cartoons such as the ones above, and how as a result stereotypes are created which increase the ‘us-versus-them’ feelings. We do 

this by displaying two series of cartoons, accompanied with explanation, and a self-drawn cartoon that we feel cuts deep into the heart of the 

juxtaposition cartoonists can create.  

In September 2005 started what has now been called the ‘Muhammad Cartoon Crisis’. The Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten asked 

cartoonists to draw the prophet Muhammad ‘as you see him’. The newspaper published a dozen cartoons under the headline ‘The Face of 

Muhammad’, of which the left picture on the previous page is the most controversial one. It depicts a bearded man with a bomb in his turban and 

is drawn by cartoonist Kurt Westergaard. The drawing caused Muslim protests not only in Denmark, but also in the Middle East. Westergaard 

lives now under constant protection since multiple death threats and murder attempts have been directed to him.1 

  About a year and a half after the publication of Westergaard’s drawing, Lars Vilks drew the right cartoon on this page, showing Muhammad 

as a roundabout dog, reminding us of Steve Bell’s use of animals as “active agents capable of mocking humans”.2 Vilks sent three drawings of 

Muhammad having a dog’s body to an art exhibition on the theme "The Dog in Art" in the town of Tällerud in Värmland, Sweden. He wanted to 

                                                      
1 Peter McGraw & Joel Warner, ‘The Danish Cartoon Crisis of 2005 and 2006: 10 Things You Didn’t Know About the Original Muhammad Controversy’, The Huffington Post, 
25 September 2012, accessed on 3 March 2017: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/peter-mcgraw-and-joel-warner/muhammad-cartoons_b_1907545.html.  
Marie Louise Sjolie, ‘The Danish cartoonist who survived an axe attack’, The Guardian, 4 January 2010, accessed on 3 March 2017:  
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jan/04/danish-cartoonist-axe-attack. 
2 Klaus Dodds, ‘Steve Bell’s Eye: Cartoons, Geopolitics and the Visualization of the ‘War on Terror’,’ Security Dialogue, 1 June 2007, accessed on 6 March 2017, 38 (2): p. 
159. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/peter-mcgraw-and-joel-warner/muhammad-cartoons_b_1907545.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jan/04/danish-cartoonist-axe-attack
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draw attention to the lack of questioning Muslim values compared to the abundance of critiques on the United States and Israel. Muslim protests 

broke out and Vilks, like Westergaard, became a target for many fundamentalists.3 

 

 

 

 

 

An interesting feature is that other cartoonists responded on these cartoon through their own cartoons. Here I will focus on the cartoon in 

which Muhammad’s face is depicted as a bomb. When we look deeper into this discourse between cartoonists it becomes evident that directly after 

cartoons such as the head of Mohammad portrayed as a bomb are drawn that are as offensive to Muslims, cartoons are drawn that depict how these 

Muslims react on such cartoons. There have been massive outrages against these cartoons. Critics said that in these cartoons Islamism was equal 

                                                      
3 ‘Lars Vilks, ' 3 cartoons of the Muslim Prophet Muhammad’, Daily Kos, 15 February 2015, accessed on 3 March 2017, 
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2015/2/15/1364525/-Lars-Vilks-3-cartoons-of-the-Muslim-Prophet-Muhammad. 
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http://www.dailykos.com/story/2015/2/15/1364525/-Lars-Vilks-3-cartoons-of-the-Muslim-Prophet-Muhammad
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to extremism, and these cartoons sparked “protests, economic boycotts and warnings of possible retaliation against the people, companies and 

countries involved”.4 In each of these 3 cartoons it is visualized that the reaction of the Muslim society is out of proportion. This is further magnified 

because in all three unlikely-juxtaposition is used to create an us versus them.5  In B and C the Muslim man is extremely upset about a drawing 

but not so much about bloody attacks or fundamental social issues. In C there is an even sharper contrast between him with his camel, sword and 

traditional clothing versus the interviewers with their tea and western appearance. In A, although he committed an attack, he is very calm because 

he considers it to be a normal response to an offensive cartoon. The view seems to be that Muslims in general will respond in a violent manner 

and are thus incapable of responding “maturely”. Moreover, these images “speak security”.6 Through juxtaposition and through creating an us 

versus them, these 3 create a certain vision that all Muslims are violent and potentially dangerous. If enough cartoons are drawn which depict 

Muslims in such a way, this vision will be enforced repeatedly. But these cartoons remain a cartoonists interpretation so we could ask ourselves: 

if an attack does happen, to what extent are we ourselves guilty in the sense that we strengthen this us versus them model. Is this hypocrisy or 

freedom of press?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
4 John Ward Anderson, ‘Cartoons of Prophet Met With Outrage,’ Washington Post Foreign Service, 31 January 2006, accessed on 6 March 2017, 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/01/30/AR2006013001316.html. 
5 Klaus Dodds, ‘Steve Bell’s Eye: Cartoons, Geopolitics and the Visualization of the ‘War on Terror’,’ Security Dialogue, 1 June 2007, accessed on 6 March 2017, 38 (2): p. 
168. 
6 Hansen, Lene, ‘Theorizing the Image for Security Studies: Visual Securitization and the Muhammad Cartoon Crisis’, European Journal of International Relations, 19 January 
2011, accessed on 6 March 2017, 17 (1): p. 51. 
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 The last set of cartoons depicts another capacity of cartoons that goes beyond merely mocking Muslims’ responses; the creation of 

stereotypes. The first three cartoons in this series refer to an event last year at which the pope spoke out against Islamic violence, a remark which 

didn’t necessarily cause violence in the Middle East, but which did probe a spike in cartoons picturing Muslims throwing a violent tantrum after 

the pope called them violent. Despite the absence of noteworthy violent response, the visual imagery is powerful. Because of the precedence, 

amongst others created by cartoonists and their work, a citizen of a Western country who has average knowledge of world events could look at 

one of these cartoons, and would not be surprised by the response of Muslims. Thus, cartoons can alter people’s common sense. 7 The two previous 

sets of cartoons have created certain expectations about Muslim, partially based on true events, which have enabled the drawing of subsequent 

cartoons fitting people’s existing perception about the relationship between Islam and violence. In addition, these cartoons also suggest the 

existence of distance between the authors and the people featured in their work. The imagery can create a feeling among its viewers that makes us 

glad we are nothing like those violent savages in the Middle East. The cartoonists do not portray themselves as the provokers of violence, but 

rather as those brave enough to expose Muslims for ‘who they truly are’. Herein lies the true power of cartoons. They are in the position of creating 

a visual dialogue on its own, in which it can both create world news, report the news and draw its own conclusions from it, alter peoples’ sense of 

what is normal, and makes it viewers feel glad they are nothing like those depicted in the cartoons:  

                                                      
7 Klaus Dodds, ‘Steve Bell’s Eye: Cartoons, Geopolitics and the Visualization of the ‘War on Terror’,’ Security Dialogue, 1 June 2007, accessed on 6 March 2017, 38 (2): p. 
168. 
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Spot the differences 
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